
TASSO Fiberglass Wallcovering

About TASSO
TASSO, a world leader in superior textiles since 1890, produces the 21st century wallcovering 
solution, Tassoglas and Tassoglas UNIC Paintable Fiberglass Wallcovering. Imagine...a 
wallcovering durable enough to last thirty years or more, versatile enough to inspire limitless 
design looks in any type of commercial or residential application, and “natural” enough to be a 
true friend of the environment. Paintable Tassoglas is all these things, and more. Woven of pure, 
strong, high-tech fiberglass yarns, Tassoglas outperforms any wallcovering made today with its 
safety and performance features. In addition, distinctive Tassoglas is far more than a decorating 
“problem solver.” It combines the versatility of paint with exciting textures and patterns to 
provide unparalleled design and performance advantages. The result: a wallcovering truly ahead 
of its time.

Tassoglas is the original, paintable fiberglass wallcovering system manufactured by the proven 
world leader, TASSO A.B. in Sweden (an ISO 9000 company). The 100+ year old company has a 
worldwide reputation for quality products, excellence in support and service, and for consistently 
being at the leading edge of research and development in fiberglass wallcovering technology.

New Product
TASSO recently introduced new Tassoglas UNIC, the newest concept in paintable fiberglass 
wallcovering that is pre-primed from the factory and only requires a single coat of paint when a 
low lustre is specified.

Meets Environmental Health Standard
Tassoglas is the only paintable fiberglass wallcovering that meets the stringent Oko-Tex Standard 
which means there are no harmful substances in Tassoglas. (An Oko-Tex certificate is available 
upon request.) Tassoglas is made from pure, non-toxic, all natural materials of sand, lime and 
clay. A fiberglass yarn is produced which is then woven into a dimensionally stable web and 
treated with a food starch binder to create a wallcovering fabric with a wide range of textures and 
qualities.

Now in AIA Masterspec
Roos International, Ltd. dba TASSO is responsible for the inclusion of paintable fiberglass 
wallcovering specification guidelines in the AIA Masterspec.

Roos International LTD. is the exclusive agent for TASSO in the USA. Its corporate headquarters 
is located in Florida and has nationwide distribution.


